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ABSTRACT
OutÑow angles and bulk Lorentz factors for 43 sources that have proper motions (compiled by Ver-

meulen and Cohen in 1994) are computed on the basis of Doppler factors and observed apparent
motions in the plane of the sky. These estimates of outÑow angles and bulk Lorentz factors are discussed
along with their agreement with orientation uniÐed models of active galactic nuclei.

Intrinsic (i.e., rest frame) brightness temperatures computed by using the inverse Compton and equi-
partition Doppler factors are discussed along with their relevance to the ““ inverse Compton catastrophe.ÏÏ
Intrinsic luminosity densities and luminosities are presented, and the role of systematic errors is
discussed.

These studies are carried out using a sample of 100 compact radio sources that was compiled by
Ghisellini and coworkers in 1993. Error estimates for previously computed inverse Compton Doppler
factors and equipartition Doppler factors are presented for these sources, along with a few updates of
these Doppler factor estimates.
Subject headings : BL Lacertae objects : general È galaxies : active È

galaxies : kinematics and dynamics È quasars : general È
radiation mechanisms : nonthermal È relativity

1. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that relativistic outÑows from the
core regions of radio-loud active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
are responsible for many of the interesting phenomena that
are observed in these sources. Relativistic motion of
synchrotron-emitting plasma will result in the Doppler
boosting of the synchrotron radiation from these outÑows
(discussed by many authors ; see, e.g., InMarscher 1987).
addition, relativistic outÑows would readily explain the
apparent superluminal motion observed on very long base-
line interferometry (VLBI) scales (see, e.g., &Pearson
Zensus 1987).

The Doppler factor is a key quantity in deriving intrinsic
properties of an AGN. It is well known that the unbeamed
Ñux density of a radiating source is related to the observed
Ñux density by the Doppler factor. When combined with the
apparent motion in the plane of the sky, the Doppler factor
can be used to estimate the Lorentz factor and the viewing
angle of an outÑow, assuming that the motion responsible
for the Doppler boosting has the same speed as the motion
of radio features in the plane of the sky et al.(Ghisellini

Guerra, & Gu� ijosa The values of these1993 ; Daly, 1997).
Lorentz factors and viewing angles are signiÐcant in under-
standing AGN physics and are relevant to orientation
uniÐed models of AGNs.

There are several methods for computing the Doppler
factor. One method, called the inverse Compton Doppler
factor method, is derived by assuming the observed X-ray
Ñux is caused by inverse Compton scattering of synchrotron
photons o† the radiating particles (see, e.g., Marscher 1987).
A second method, called the equipartition Doppler factor
method, is derived assuming that the sources are at or near

1 National Young Investigator.

equipartition of energy between radiating particles and
magnetic Ðeld Other methods (not dis-(Readhead 1994).
cussed further here) include those based on variability mea-
surements or jet/counter-jet Ñux ratios(Rees 1967) (Conway

et al. hereafter GPCM93) compute1982). Ghisellini (1993 ;
the inverse Compton Doppler factor for a sample of 105
sources, using data compiled from the literature. The data
compiled by GPCM93 were used by & DalyGu� ijosa (1996)
to compute equipartition Doppler factors. These sets of
inverse Compton Doppler factors and equipartition
Doppler factors are used here to compute the Lorentz
factors, viewing angles, and intrinsic properties of outÑows
from these sources.

Updated estimates of both inverse Compton and equi-
partition Doppler factors for a sample of 100 sources are
discussed in intrinsic brightness temperatures com-° 2.1 ;
puted for both sets of Doppler factors are discussed in

The reliability of Doppler factors and the errors° 2.1.1.
assigned to these estimates are discussed in °° and2.2 2.3,
respectively. Estimates of the intrinsic luminosity density
and intrinsic luminosity are examined in The compu-° 2.4.
tations of the bulk Lorentz factor and the viewing angle are
discussed in A subsample of sources with estimates of° 3.
Doppler factors and apparent motion in the plane of the
sky is introduced in and a set of solutions for the bulk° 4.1,
Lorentz factor and viewing angle are computed in for° 4.2
this subsample. In these results are discussed in the° 4.3,
context of orientation uniÐed models. A general discussion
follows in ° 5.

2. A SAMPLE OF DOPPLER FACTOR ESTIMATES

2.1. Previous and Updated Doppler Factor Estimates
et al. assemble the relevant data toGhisellini (1993)

compute the inverse Compton Doppler factor for those
AGNs with VLBI core-size data available in the literature
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circa 1986È1992. The Ðve BL Lac objects without known
redshifts are excluded from the sample examined here, since
inverse Compton and equipartition Doppler factor esti-
mates depend on redshift (see eqs. and This[A1] [A2]).
leaves 100 sources in this sample that fall into the following
classiÐcations (GPCM93) : 32 BL Lacerate objects, 53 core-
dominated quasars (CDQs), 11 lobe-dominated quasars
(LDQs), and nine radio galaxies (RGs). The CDQs are
further classiÐed on the basis of their optical polarization
into 24 core-dominated, high-polarization quasars
(CDHPQs), 22 core-dominated, low-polarization quasars
(CDLPQs), and seven core-dominated quasars without
polarization information (CDQ-NPIs). A detailed dis-
cussion of these classiÐcations can be found in GPCM93.

Both the inverse Compton Doppler factor, and thedIC,equipartition Doppler factor, can be computed usingdeq,the data compiled by GPCM93 (see the for theAppendix
relevant formulae). By assuming that the observed radio
frequencies and radio Ñux densities are the true peak radio
frequencies and radio Ñux densities, GPCM93 use the data
to compute This approximation is made because thedIC.multifrequency observations and analysis of the radio
spectra necessary to obtain true peak frequencies and Ñux
densities are available for only a small fraction of these
sources (see, e.g., & Broderick et al.Marscher 1985 ; Unwin

& Daly recompute taking into1994). Gu� ijosa (1996) dICaccount corrections to the angular size and Ñux density
neglected by GPCM93 (see and computeAppendix) deqwith the same assumptions for this sample.

Both and are recomputed in this study assuming adeq dICdeceleration parameter of (i.e.,q0\ 0.05 )0\ 0.1, )" \ 0)
and h \ 0.75 and using updated VLBI data for four sources
(1101]384, 0615]820, 1039]811, and 1150]812) from

et al. here is the mean mass density relative toXu (1995) ; )0the critical value, is the normalized cosmological con-)"

stant, and the Hubble constant is parameterized in the usual
way : h km s~1 kpc~1. When computing andH0\ 100 deqfor each source, we assume an optically thin spectraldICindex, a \ 0.75 and a spherical geometry, as was(Sl P l~a)
done by GPCM93 and & Daly (see eqs.Gu� ijosa (1996)

and Note that is changed by only a few[A1] [A2]). deqpercent relative to the values computed assuming an
EinsteinÈde Sitter universe and h \ 1,()0\ 1.0, )" \ 0)
while is independent of these assumptions. FollowingdICGPCM93, upper bounds on angular sizes and lower
bounds on redshifts are taken as detections in this section
but are treated as bounds when computing bulk Lorentz
factors and viewing angles in ° 4.2.

and show and respectively, com-Figure 1a 1b deq dIC,puted as described in the as functions of (1] z).Appendix,
In these Ðgures and throughout, Ðlled circles represent BL
Lac objects, Ðlled diamonds represent CDHPQs, Ðlled
squares represent CDLPQs, Ðlled triangles represent CDQ-
NPIs, open diamonds represent LDQs, and open squares
represent RGs. The error estimates for and are dis-deq dICcussed in The trend in redshift is easily understood in° 2.3.
terms of the e†ect of Doppler boosting on the observed Ñux
density and the Ñux-limited nature of this sample. Only at
low redshift are we able to observe those sources with lower
Doppler factors, and the sample is dominated by higher
Doppler factors at all redshifts. It is also apparent that most
LDQs and RGs have Doppler factors less than 1, and most
CDQs have Doppler factors greater than 1. BL Lac objects
have a much wider range of Doppler factors, covering the
entire range of the whole sample.

shows the distribution of the equipartitionFigure 2
Doppler factors, (dotted line), and the inverse ComptondeqDoppler factors, (dashed line), for all 100 sources in thedICsample ; the horizontal axis is expressed in terms of log d.
Note that the distributions of and are similar, anddeq dIC

FIG. 1a FIG. 1b

FIG. 1.È(a) The equipartition Doppler factor, vs. (1 ] z) ; (b) the inverse Compton Doppler factor, vs. (1 ] z) for the 100 sources in this study.deq, dIC,Here and elsewhere, circles represent BL Lac objects, Ðlled diamonds represent CDHPQs, Ðlled squares represent CDLPQs, triangles represent CDQ-NPIs,
open diamonds represent LDQs, and open squares represent RGs.
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FIG. 2.ÈThe distribution of equipartition Doppler factors, (dotteddeqline), and inverse Compton Doppler factors, (dashed line), for all sourcesdICin this study.

both have a range of a few orders of magnitude. In addition,
the peaks of both distributions are between 5 and 10.
Figures show the distribution of (dotted line) and3aÈ3f deq(dashed line) for each class of AGNs described above.dICFor BL Lac objects, the distributions range over a few
orders of magnitude in d, with a peak around d ^ 5 (Fig.

Compared to BL Lac objects, CDHPQs have nar-3a).
rower distributions of and centered on d ^ 10deq dIC (Fig.

while the distributions of and for CDLPQs have3b), deq dICa similar range as those for CDHPQs and peak somewhere
around d ^ 5 The same range of and seen in(Fig. 3c). deq dICCDHPQs and CDLPQs is seen in CDQ-NPIs (Fig. 3d).
The distributions of and for LDQs are wider thandeq dICthose for RGs, but both classes peak at d \ 1 (see Figs. 3e
and 3f).

The classiÐcation of 3C 216 as a LDQ should be exam-
ined closely, since it has relatively large values for anddeq(61 and 33, respectively). The separation of quasars intodICCDQs and LDQs was done by GPCM93 on the basis of the
core dominance parameter computed using Ñuxes that were
K-corrected to 5 GHz. Recent observations by et al.Reid

at 5 GHz give a core dominance parameter slightly(1995)
greater than 1.0, and this would place 3C 216 between the

LDQs and CDQs in terms of the core dominance param-
eter. Most LDQs in this sample exhibit a triple morphol-
ogy, which consists of a core with a Ñat radio spectrum and
two lobes with steep radio spectra, and have angular extents
of D10AÈ30A (see, e.g., et al. The quasarHooimeyer 1992).
3C 216 shows a triple morphology but has an angular
extent of only It could be argued that 3C 216 shouldD1A.7.
be reassigned as a CDQ, but in this paper we keep this
source in the LDQ sample, making a special note of it.

2.1.1. Brightness Temperatures

Both the equipartition Doppler factor and inverse
Compton Doppler factor, and are used here todeq dIC,compute the intrinsic peak brightness temperature for each
source in the sample (see the for relevantAppendix
formulae). Histograms of the observed brightness tem-
perature, intrinsic brightness temperature based on anddeq,intrinsic brightness temperature based on dIC [T

Bo
, T

Bi
(eq),

and respectively] are shown in for all 100T
Bi
(IC), Figure 4

sources and in Figures for each class of AGNs.5aÈ5f Table
lists the mean and the standard deviation of the mean of1

and for the full sample and for eachT
Bo

, T
Bi
(eq), T

Bi
(IC)

class.
The observed peak brightness temperatures span a few

orders of magnitude even within some individual classes of
AGNs. In contrast, there is a sharp peak in the distribution
of the estimates of intrinsic brightness temperature, T

Bi
(eq)

and and both are centered around D7.5] 1010 K.T
Bi
(IC),

These two estimates of the intrinsic brightness temperature
agree well with each other, which is not surprising given the
strong correlation between and described above anddeq dICby & DalyGu� ijosa (1996).

It is interesting to note that the mean for allT
Bi
(IC)

classes (except CDQ-NPIs) are consistent within 1 p, while
the LDQs and RGs have larger than the otherT

Bi
(eq)

classes at about the 2 p level. These two classes have values
of less than 1 & Daly whichR\ deq/dIC (Gu� ijosa 1996),
could possibly be due to a systematic underestimate of deqby D75%. Such an underestimate of could account fordeqthe larger found for LDQs and RGs.T

Bi
(eq)

The standard deviations of and areT
Bi
(eq) T

Bi
(IC)

0.27] 1011 and 0.33 ] 1011 K, respectively. It should
be noted that andT

Bi
(eq)PS

op
0.1l

op
0.3h

d
0.3 T

Bi
(IC) P

have weak dependences on observables,S
op
0 l

op
~0.7 h

d
~0.4

much weaker than the dependences of on the sameT
Boparameters. If the range of values for the observables that

go into and are not too large, then theirT
Bi
(eq) T

Bi
(IC)

narrow distributions can be explained by weak dependences
on observable parameters. The range of contributes theh

dmost to the range of and since is Ðxed atT
Bi
(eq) T

Bi
(IC), lopdiscrete values corresponding to the frequencies of obser-

TABLE 1

MEAN OBSERVED AND INTRINSIC BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES

Class Mean T
Bo

/1011 K Mean T
Bi
(eq)/1011 K Mean T

Bi
(IC)/1011 K

All sources . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3^ 0.3 0.87 ^ 0.03 0.73 ^ 0.03
BL Lac obejcts . . . . . . 2.2^ 0.6 0.86 ^ 0.06 0.75 ^ 0.06
CDHPQs . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.5 ^ 0.6 0.79 ^ 0.03 0.75 ^ 0.06
CDLPQs . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.4 ^ 0.5 0.89 ^ 0.05 0.80 ^ 0.09
CDQ-NPIs . . . . . . . . . . 0.74^ 0.24 0.73 ^ 0.19 0.51 ^ 0.13
LDQs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0 ^ 1.7 1.0 ^ 0.1 0.78 ^ 0.08
LDQs[3C 216 . . . . . . 0.30^ 0.09 1.1 ^ 0.1 0.76 ^ 0.08
RGs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.36^ 0.10 0.97 ^ 0.13 0.65 ^ 0.13
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FIG. 3a FIG. 3b

FIG. 3c FIG. 3d

FIG. 3.ÈThe distribution of equipartition Doppler factors, (dotted line), and inverse Compton Doppler factors, (dashed line), for each class ofdeq dICAGNs: (a) BL Lac objects, (b) CDHPQs, (c) CDLPQs, (d) CDQ-NPIs, (e) LDQs, and ( f ) RGs.

vations, and is virtually insigniÐcant in computingSopand If the narrow ranges of andT
Bi
(eq) T

Bi
(IC). T

Bi
(eq)

are due to some physical cause and not the range inT
Bi
(IC)
then randomly reassigning the angular sizes used toh

d
,

compute and should widen the distributionsT
Bi
(eq) T

Bi
(IC)

of each. When the angles are reassigned randomly, the
means are quite similar (0.85] 1011 and 0.79 ] 1011 K,
respectively), and the standard deviations are 0.26] 1011
and 0.43] 1011 K, respectively. Each width is not signiÐ-
cantly a†ected by randomly reassigning angular sizes,
which suggests that the narrow range of andT

Bi
(eq) T

Bi
(IC)

obtained here is primarily due to the range of observables
and is probably not due to the physical state of the sources.

points out that if the intrinsic brightnessReadhead (1994)
temperatures were cut o† because of the inverse Compton
catastrophe (i.e., the radiation lifetime plays a role in the
observed cuto†), one would expect the intrinsic brightness
temperatures of compact radio sources to cluster near
1011.5 K. Both estimates of intrinsic brightness tem-
peratures for this sample peak below 1011.5 K, which agrees
with the results of This suggests that theReadhead (1994).
inverse Compton catastrophe does not play a role in
the observed brightness temperature distribution, or, if the
peaks are set by the inverse Compton catastrophe, a factor
of D4 has not been accounted for in computing the
unbeamed brightness temperatures.
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FIG. 3e FIG. 3f

2.2. Reliability of and as Estimators of thedeq dICDoppler Factor
Previous results indicate that for this sampledeq^ dIC& Daly To further test this conclusion, the(Gu� ijosa 1996).

e†ect of randomly reassigning one of the observable quan-
tities used to compute and is examined. Since bothdeq dICDoppler factors depend strongly on angular size (deq P

and the angular sizes used to computeh
d
~2.3 dICP h

d
~1.6),

and were randomly reassigned between sourcesdeq dIC

FIG. 4.ÈThe distribution of observed brightness temperatures, T
Bo(solid line), and intrinsic brightness temperatures, (dotted line) andT

Bi
(eq)

(dashed line), for all sources in this study.T
Bi
(IC)

within each class, and the mean values are shown in Table
Note that the means of and tend to systematically2. deq dICincrease from their true values for all classes when the

angular sizes are reassigned.
The fractional uncertainties in the mean values of anddeqare of order 20%È30%, so that the mean and aredIC deq dICsigniÐcant at about the 3È5 p level & Daly(Gu� ijosa 1996).

In contrast, the ““ random ÏÏ mean values are signiÐcant at
2 p or less (i.e., their uncertainties are greater than 50%)

This suggests that these Doppler factor estimates(Table 2).
are reliable.

2.3. Errors for the Doppler Factor Estimates
The main source of error for both Doppler factor esti-

mates is the assumption that the radio Ñux density and
frequency used to compute the Doppler factor are the peak
radio Ñux density and peak frequency. Thus, an estimate of
errors for this data set should focus on systematic errors
instead of statistical ones. A dependence of observed
angular sizes on frequency occurs if the synchrotron-
emitting plasma has gradients in magnetic Ðeld and particle
density (Marscher but since the model con-1977, 1987),
sidered here is that of a uniform sphere, the errors associ-
ated with this frequency dependence of angular size are
neglected.

The computed errors are found by that assuming all
sources have the same fractional errors on the peak fre-
quency, this uncertainty is likely of order 100% andl

op
;

dominates all other sources of error, as discussed in Gu� ijosa
& Daly It is assumed that the Ñux density has an(1996).
error that is related to the spectral index between the
observed frequency and the peak frequency, wherea

op
,

and and are the observed ÑuxS
op

\ S
o
(l

op
/l

o
)~aop S

o
lodensity and frequency ; should not be confused with thea

opoptically thin spectral index, a. In terms of VLBI observed
properties, anddeqP S

op
1.1l

op
~2.3h

d
~2.3 dICP S

op
1.0l

op
~1.3h

d
~1.6 ,

assuming a \ 0.75. These two Doppler factor estimates
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FIG. 5.ÈThe distribution of observed brightness temperatures, (solid line), and intrinsic brightness temperatures, (dotted line) andT
Bo

T
Bi

(eq) T
Bi

(IC)
(dashed line), for each class of AGNs: (a) BL Lac objects, (b) CDHPQs, (c) CDLPQs, (d) CDQ-NPIs, (e) LDQs, and ( f ) RGs.

TABLE 2

MEAN AND FOR TRUE AND REASSIGNED ANGULAR SIZESdeq dIC
TRUE REASSIGNED

CLASS N Mean deq Mean dIC Mean deq Mean dIC
All Sources . . . . . . . . . . . 100 6.0^ 0.9 5.1 ^ 0.6 26 ^ 14 9.2^ 2.4
BL Lac objects . . . . . . 27 4.5 ^ 1.2 3.4 ^ 0.7 12 ^ 7 5.8^ 2.7
CDHPQs . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 9.0^ 1.5 8.4 ^ 1.0 90 ^ 56 23 ^ 10
CDLPQs . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 6.9^ 1.5 6.2 ^ 1.4 21 ^ 12 13 ^ 6
CDQ-NPIs . . . . . . . . . . 7 5.1^ 2.2 5.3 ^ 1.8 26 ^ 18 14 ^ 9
LDQs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 6.1 ^ 5.5 3.6 ^ 2.9 3.5 ^ 2.0 2.0^ 0.9
LDQs[3C 216 . . . . . . 10 0.56^ 0.22 0.66 ^ 0.22 0.9 ^ 0.5 0.6^ 0.2
RGs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 0.55^ 0.17 0.65 ^ 0.14 1.3 ^ 0.8 1.1^ 0.5
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FIG. 5e FIG. 5f

can be related to the ratio of the peak frequency to the
observed frequency, anddeq P (l

op
/l

o
)~1.1aop~2.3 dIC P

One Ðnds that(l
op

/l
o
)~1.0aop~1.3.

pdeq
deq

\ (1.1a
op

] 2.3)
Apl

op
l
op

B

and

pdIC
dIC

\ (1.0a
op

] 1.3)
Apl

op
l
op

B
, (1)

where and are the error estimates forpdeq, pdIC, pl
op

deq, dIC,and l
op

.
An estimate of is needed to assign errors for thepl

op
/l

opDoppler factor estimates obtained using A rea-equation (1).
sonable value of is that which gives a reduced s2 ofpl

op
/l

op1.0 when Ðtting to unity.R4 deq/dICSince for a \ 0.75, it can be shownRPS
op
0.1l

op
~1.0h

d
~0.7

that The error on the ratio R,RP (l
op

/l
o
)~0.1aop~1.0.

denoted pR, can be related to bypl
op

/l
op

pR
R

\ (0.1a
op

] 1.0)
Apl

op
l
op

B
. (2)

Note that if and are the same for all sources,pl
op

/l
op

a
opthen pR/R is the same for all sources.

The value of pR/R\ 0.61 gives a reduced s2 of 1.0 when
Ðtting R to a constant equal to unity for all sources. A value
of is assumed for all sources, since radio sourcesa

op
\ 0.4

that are optically thin would have spectral indices in the
range of D0.5È1, and the spectral index must go to zero
toward the peak. A lower value of could be used, anda

opthis will decrease the errors slightly on and Fordeq dIC.and pR/R\ 0.61, givesa
op

\ 0.4 equation (2) pl
op

/l
op

\
and one Ðnds that and0.59, pdeq/deq\ 1.6 pdIC/dIC\ 1.0

using These error estimates for and areequation (1). deq dICadopted throughout this paper.
Some objects in this sample have been observed at multi-

ple frequencies, and spectra are available in the literature.
The observed frequencies used to compute the Doppler

factors for eight of the sources studied here are compared to
the peak frequencies of the integrated spectra available in

et al. in order to check if our estimate ofXu (1995), pl
op

/l
opis reasonable. It should be noted that the integrated spectra

include components besides the cores and that the core
component is used to determine the Doppler factor. Here
we approximate that the peak of the integrated spectra cor-
responds to the peak of the core. On this basis, four sources
have between 0 and 0.5, and the other four havepl

op
/l

opbetween 0.5 and 4, which would indicate that thepl
op

/l
opvalue of adopted for the whole sample ispl

op
/l

op
\ 0.59

quite reasonable.

2.4. L uminosity Densities and L uminosities
The uncorrected luminosity density is given by

L lun \ 4n(a
o
r)2(1 ] z)S

o
, (3)

where is the observed Ñux density, z is the source redshift,S
ois the coordinate distance to the source, and is thea0r lunfrequency as would be measured in the local Hubble frame

of the source without correcting for Doppler boosting
where is the observed frequency]. The[lun\ l

o
(1] z), l

oÑux density corrected for Doppler boosting of a uniform
spherical source, is given by where d is theS

i
, S

i
\ S

o
/d3,

Doppler factor. The corrected Ñux density is the Ñux density
that would be received by an observer moving with the
same velocity with respect to the Hubble Ñow as the radi-
ating source. Substituting for in gives theS

i
S
o

equation (3)
Doppler corrected, or intrinsic, luminosity density :

L li\ 4n(a
o
r)2 (1] z)

d3 S
o

(4)

where Substituting both estimates of thel
i
\ l

o
(1 ] z)/d.

Doppler factor and into gives two sets ofdeq dIC equation (4)
intrinsic luminosity densities, which shall be referred to as

and , respectively.L li(eq) L li(IC)
It should be noted that equations and are the lumi-(3) (4)

nosity densities at frequencies that di†er from the observing
frequencies, which are andlun\ l

o
(1 ] z) l

i
\ l

o
(1 ] z)/d,
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respectively. Thus, the uncorrected luminosity can be
approximated as and the intrinsic lumi-L unB L lun lo(1] z),
nosity can be approximated as

L
i
B L li lo(1 ] z)/d . (5)

Note that luminosities computed in this manner are crude
approximations that may be systematically biased by the
approximated peak frequencies, yet still give order-of-mag-
nitude estimates.

Figures and show and as functions of (1 ] z).6 7 L lun L unThe Ñux-limited nature of this sample is evident in these two
Ðgures, and it is quite obvious that selection e†ects play a

FIG. 6.ÈThe uncorrected luminosity density, vs. (1] z) for all 100L lun,sources. Symbols are as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 7.ÈThe uncorrected luminosity, vs. (1] z) for all 100 sources.L un,Symbols are as in Fig. 1.

role in the composition of this sample. The intrinsic lumi-
nosity densities, are plotted versus the rest frameL li(eq),
frequency, in and versus isl

i
(eq), Figure 8, L

i
(eq) l

i
(eq)

plotted in By Ðtting all the data plotted in FiguresFigure 9.
and one Ðnds that with a reduced8 9, L li(eq)P l

i
(eq)2.3B0.1

s2 equal to 4.6 and a correlation coefficient of r \ 0.91, and
that with a reduced s2 equal to 4.0 andL

i
(eq)P l

i
(eq)3.3B0.1

FIG. 8.ÈThe intrinsic luminosity density vs. the rest frame fre-L li(eq)
quency The result of a power-law Ðt is with al

i
(eq). L li(eq)P l

i
(eq)2.3B0.1

reduced s2 equal to 4.6 and a correlation coefficient of r \ 0.91. Symbols
are as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 9.ÈThe intrinsic luminosity vs. the rest frame frequencyL
i
(eq)

The result of a power-law Ðt is with a reducedl
i
(eq). L

i
(eq)P l

i
(eq)3.3B0.1

s2 equal to 4.0 and a correlation coefficient r \ 0.96. Symbols are as in
Fig. 1.
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FIG. 10.ÈThe intrinsic luminosity density vs. (1 ] z). The resultL li(eq)
of a power-law Ðt is with a reduced s2 equal to 1.3L li(eq)P (1 ] z)2.5B1.6
and a correlation coefficient r \ 0.16. Symbols are as in Fig. 1.

a correlation coefficient of r \ 0.96. Both of these power-
law Ðts are very signiÐcant since r is close to unity. Figures

and show and respectively, as functions10 11 L li(eq) L
i
(eq),

of (1 ] z) ; Ðtting all these data, one Ðnds that L li(eq)P
(1 ] z)2.5B1.6 with a reduced s2 equal to 1.3 and a corre-
lation coefficient of r \ 0.16 and that L

i
(eq)P (1] z)0.9B2.2

with a reduced s2 equal to 1.4 and a correlation coefficient
of r \ 0.04. Similar results are found for andL li(IC) L

i
(IC).

Figures and show a trend in and with8 9 L li(eq) L
i
(eq)

that can be explained by the strong dependence ofl
i
(eq)

these quantities on the Doppler factor and a systematic
e†ect introduced by assuming the observed frequency is the
peak frequency. Equations and indicate that(4) (A2)

and that forL li(eq)P deq~3 P l
op
6.9 l

i
(eq)P l

op
deq~1 P l

op
3.3

a \ 0.75. Since it is assumed that when computingl
op

\ l
othe o†set of from unity will cause to bedeq, l

o
/l

op
L li(eq)

o†set by a factor of and to be o†set by a(l
o
/l

op
)6.9 l

i
(eq)

factor of from their actual values. One would(l
o
/l

op
)3.3

expect to Ðnd a systematic e†ect that would increase the
range of and such that InL li(eq) l

i
(eq) L li(eq)P l

i
(eq)2.1.

fact, one obtains by Ðtting the data inL li(eq)P l
i
(eq)2.3B0.1

FIG. 11.ÈThe intrinsic luminosity vs. (1 ] z). The result of aL
i
(eq)

power-law Ðt is with a reduced s2 equal to 1.4 andL li(eq)P (1] z)0.9B2.2
a correlation coefficient r \ 0.04. Symbols are as in Fig. 1.

A similar calculation gives the prediction thatFigure 8.
and the Ðts of the data in giveL

i
(eq)P l

i
(eq)3.1, Figure 9

The spread over such a large range ofL
i
(eq)P l

i
(eq)3.3B0.1.

values for and can thus be explained byL li(eq), L
i
(eq), l

i
(eq)

this systematic e†ect. On the other hand, the errors in
Figures and are quite large, and all the and8 9 L li(eq) L

i
(eq)

are still consistent with each other.
It is interesting to note that andIl(eq)P l

i
(eq)2.2B0.1

for this sample, whereIl(IC) P l
i
(IC)2.0B0.1 Il P L li/hd

2.
This dependence would be expected if these sources were
intrinsically similar, have a blackbody spectrum, and are
observed in the Rayleigh-Jeans size of the blackbody spec-
trum. It should be noted that the small dispersion in intrin-
sic brightness temperatures described above and the(° 2.1.1)
fact that is approximately proportional to l2 go hand inIlhand.

lists the mean and standard deviation of theTable 3
mean for the logarithmic values of L lo, L

o
, L li(eq), L

i
(eq),

and for each class of AGNs. ComparingL li(IC), L
i
(IC)

to and to agreement for eachL li(eq) L li(IC) L
i
(eq) L

i
(IC),

class of source is found within D2 p. Ranges of intrinsic

TABLE 3

MEAN LUMINOSITY DENSITIES AND LUMINOSITIES

Mean log L lo Mean log L
o

Mean log L li(eq) Mean log L
i
(eq) Mean log L li(IC) Mean log L

i
(IC)

Class (ergs [s Hz]~1) (ergs s~1) (ergs [s Hz]~1) (ergs s~1) (ergs [s Hz]~1) (ergs s~1)

All sources . . . . . . . . . . . 33.6^ 0.1 43.3^ 0.1 32.9^ 0.2 42.7^ 0.3 32.6^ 0.2 42.2^ 0.2
BL Lac objects . . . . . . 32.8^ 0.2 42.4^ 0.2 32.8^ 0.5 42.5^ 0.7 32.6^ 0.4 42.3^ 0.5
CDHPQs . . . . . . . . . . . . 34.3^ 0.1 44.1^ 0.2 32.0^ 0.3 41.3^ 0.4 31.9^ 0.2 41.1^ 0.3
CDLPQs . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34.4^ 0.2 44.2^ 0.3 33.0^ 0.5 42.6^ 0.6 32.7^ 0.3 42.2^ 0.4
CDQ-NPIs . . . . . . . . . . 34.0^ 0.3 43.8^ 0.4 32.8^ 0.7 42.4^ 0.9 32.5^ 0.5 42.0^ 0.7
LDQs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33.2^ 0.3 43.0^ 0.3 34.4^ 0.8 44.8^ 1.1 34.0^ 0.7 44.3^ 0.9
LDQs[3C 216 . . . . . . 33.1^ 0.3 42.9^ 0.3 35.0^ 0.7 45.6^ 0.9 34.5^ 0.5 45.0^ 0.7
RGs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.9^ 0.5 41.7^ 0.5 33.8^ 1.1 44.3^ 1.3 33.1^ 0.7 43.3^ 0.9
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luminosity densities and intrinsic luminosities for all classes
of AGNs are 1032.4È1033.1 ergs s~1 Hz~1 and 1042È1043
ergs s~1.

3. DISENTANGLING RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS IN

RADIO-LOUD AGNs

The e†ects of relativistic motion can be described by two
quantities : the bulk Lorentz factor of the outÑow, !, and
the angle subtended by the outÑow direction and the line of
sight to the observer, /. Note that the bulk Lorentz factor is
determined by the speed of the outÑow relative to the speed
of light, b, by the familiar equation !\ 1/(1 [ b2)1@2.

Two observable quantities that are combinations of !
and / are the Doppler factor, d, and the apparent speed
projected onto the plane of the sky relative to the speed of
light, These are expressed in terms of b and / asbapp.

d \ J1 [ b2
1 [ b cos /

(6)

and

bapp\ b sin /
1 [ b cos /

. (7)

Equations and can be used to solve for ! and / in(6) (7)
terms of d and and it can be shown thatbapp,

!\ bapp2 ] d2] 1
2d

(8)

and

tan /\ 2bapp
bapp2 ] d2 [ 1

(9)

(see GPCM93; et al. Thus, ! and / can beDaly 1996).
estimated for relativistic outÑows in AGNs by combining
observational estimates of d and Here and arebapp. deq dICused to estimate d.

3.1. Apparent Bulk Flow versus Pattern Flow
It has been suggested that the pattern velocities, which

are the velocities of radio features observed in VLBI proper
motion studies, are greater than the bulk velocities, which
are the velocities responsible for the observed Doppler
boosting (see, for example, & Blandford ThisLind 1985).
issue was addressed by GPCM93, who conclude that the
data are consistent with pattern velocities equaling bulk
velocities for the sources in their sample with observed
superluminal motion.

& Cohen hereafter VC94) examine theVermeulen (1994 ;
equivalence of pattern velocities and bulk velocities in detail
using Monte Carlo simulations of a simple model where the
angle between the direction of outÑow and the line of sight
is allowed to vary randomly, but the bulk Lorentz factor is
the same in every jet. They Ðnd that the pattern Lorentz
factor, would have to be about twice the bulk Lorentz!

p
,

factor, in order to be consistent with the data from the!
b
,

GPCM93 sample. They point out, however, that for a
broad distribution of bulk Lorentz factors the data are
easily consistent with the !

p
^!

b
.

It is assumed, here and throughout, that and!
p
^!

b
,

any departures from this equality are of order unity.

4. ESTIMATES OF BULK LORENTZ FACTORS AND

VIEWING ANGLES

4.1. A Subsample with Compiledbapp
& Cohen compiled a list of 66 radioVermeulen (1994)

sources with multiepoch VLBI observations that yield
observed proper motions of source components. Table 1 in
VC94 lists for the features in these radio sources. Therebappare 43 sources in common between the GPCM93 and the
VC94 samples, and these sources are examined below in
order to estimate ! and / preliminary results were(° 4.2) ;
presented by et al.Daly (1996).

lists the 43 sources that are in both the GPCM93Table 4
and VC94 samples. Column (1) lists the IAU name, column
(2) lists the common name if it exists, column (3) gives the
redshift listed by VC94, column (4) lists the estimatesbappfrom VC94, except for 0108]388 where the estimate is
based on more recent observations by Readhead, &Taylor,
Pearson When multiple components are listed by(1996).
VC94, the weighted mean is taken for showsbapp. Figure 12

versus (1 ] z) for the 43 sources in the overlappingbappsample. Columns (5) and (6) give estimates of anddeq dIC,respectively, which were discussed in ° 2.1.

4.2. Values for ! and /
The values of and listed in can bebapp, deq, dIC Table 4

used with equations and to produce two sets of esti-(8) (9)
mates for ! and /. In the cases where only bounds on bappor d are available, bounds on ! and / are computed.

lists the solutions for ! and / using the equi-Table 5
partition Doppler factor, called and and using the!eq /eq,inverse Compton Doppler factor, called and!IC /IC.Columns (1) and (2) list the IAU name and the common
name, respectively, column (3) gives the redshift listed by
VC94, columns (4) and (5) list and respectively, and!eq /eq,columns (6) and (7) list and respectively. Both sets of!IC /IC,

FIG. 12.ÈThe apparent speed in the plane of the sky, vs. redshift, zbapp,for the overlap of the GPCM93 and VC94 samples (upper bounds are
indicated by arrows). Symbols are as in Fig. 1.
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TABLE 4

THE OVERLAP OF THE GPCM AND VC SAMPLES

Source Name z bapp deq dIC(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

BL Lac Objects

0454]844 . . . . . . . . . 0.112 0.9 ^ 0.3 1.3 2.4
0851]202 . . . . . . OJ 287 0.306 4.0 ^ 0.4 11 6.8
1101]384 . . . . . . Mkn 421 0.031 2.50 ^ 0.04 2.2 0.92
1308]326 . . . . . . . . . 0.996 18 ^ 9 4.0 5.2
1749]701 . . . . . . . . . 0.770 10 ^ 1 0.6 0.9
1803]784 . . . . . . . . . 0.684 0.1 ^ 0.9 5.3 6.6
2007]776 . . . . . . . . . 0.342 3.4 ^ 0.7 2.8 3.6
2200]420 . . . . . . BL Lac 0.069 4.6 ^ 0.2 5.0 3.4

CDHPQs

0212]735 . . . . . . . . . 2.370 8 ^ 4 5.1 7.1
0234]285 . . . . . . CTD 20 1.213 16 ^ 8 6.6 13
1156]295 . . . . . . 4C 29.45 0.729 41^ 2 [2.1 [4.9
1253[055 . . . . . . 3C 279 0.538 3.7 ^ 0.5 13.2 14.0
1641]399 . . . . . . 3C 345 0.595 9.6 ^ 0.2 1.4 4.1
2223[052 . . . . . . 3C 446 1.404 0.0 ^ 3.6 16.6 16.0
2230]114 . . . . . . CTA 102 1.037 0 ^ 24 [0.9 [1.5
2251]158 . . . . . . 3C 454.4 0.859 3.2 ^ 0.6 [5.2 [4.6

CDLPQs

0016]731 . . . . . . . . . 1.781 16 ^ 4 5.2 7.9
0153]744 . . . . . . . . . 2.340 1.9 ^ 3.5 [1.3 [1.8
0333]321 . . . . . . NRAO 140 1.258 8.3 ^ 0.5 27 13.0
0430]052 . . . . . . 3C 120 0.033 4.7 ^ 0.5 [11 [4.1
0552]398 . . . . . . DA 193 2.365 3.6 ^ 1.8 1.1 2.2
0711]356 . . . . . . OI 318 1.620 0.0 ^ 1.7 20 6.4
0836]710 . . . . . . 4C 71.07 2.170 16^ 3 7.7 6.7
0923]392 . . . . . . 4C 39.25 0.699 6.2 ^ 0.3 6.5 8.9
1226]023 . . . . . . 3C 273 0.158 8.8 ^ 0.2 7.9 4.6
1928]738 . . . . . . 4C 73.18 0.302 6.8 ^ 0.3 3.2 3.4

CDQ-NPIs

0615]820 . . . . . . . . . 0.710 1.7 ^ 1.7 0.7 1.4
1039]811 . . . . . . . . . 1.260 \4 16.6 12.2
1150]812 . . . . . . . . . 1.250 6 ^ 3 8.2 9.6

LDQs

0850]581 . . . . . . 4C 58.17 1.322 7^ 1 2.2 2.5
0906]430 . . . . . . 3C 216 0.670 6 ^ 1 61 33
1040]123 . . . . . . 3C 245 1.029 5.2 ^ 2.5 0.5 1.4
1222]216 . . . . . . 4C 21.35 0.435 2.1 ^ 0.9 1.2 1.0
1618]177 . . . . . . 3C 334 0.555 2.8 ^ 0.9 [0.2 [0.3
1721]343 . . . . . . 4C 34.47 0.206 2.9 ^ 0.3 0.1 0.2
1830]285 . . . . . . 4C 28.45 0.594 3.9 ^ 0.8 0.4 0.4

RGs

0108]388 . . . . . . OC 314 0.669 0.90 ^ 0.25 0.2 0.7
0316]413 . . . . . . 3C 84 0.018 0.6 ^ 0.1 1.2 1.2
0710]439 . . . . . . . . . 0.518 0.1 ^ 0.2 0.2 0.4
1228]127 . . . . . . M 87 0.004 0.2 ^ 0.1 0.8 0.8
1637]826 . . . . . . NGC 6251 0.023 0.1 ^ 0.1 [1.3 [1.0
2021]614 . . . . . . OW 637 0.227 0.3 ^ 0.3 0.9 1.1
2352]495 . . . . . . OZ 488 0.237 \0.4 0.3 0.5

solutions for ! and / agree within errors for any given
source in Table 5.

lists the median values of andTable 6 !eq, /eq, !IC, /ICfor each class of source, excluding those values that are
upper or lower bounds. The median values of the equi-
partition set and and the inverse Compton set(!eq /eq) (!ICand of estimates agree well, except for the median/IC) !eqand of the LDQs, which are a factor of D2 greater in the!ICequipartition case. Note that excluding 3C 216 from the
LDQs would not signiÐcantly change the median values for
this category.

Figures and show versus with and13a 13b !eq /eqwithout errors, respectively, and Figures and show14a 14b
versus with and without errors, respectively. The!IC /ICÐgures without errors are shown so that the symbols are

more visible to the reader, and bounds on ! and / are
denoted by arrows in these Ðgures. Figures and15a 15b
show and respectively, as functions of (1] z), and/eq !eq,Figures and show and respectively, as func-16a 16b /IC !IC,tions of (1 ] z).

The median values for both sets of estimates of ! and /
make it possible to compare di†erent classes of AGNs in the
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TABLE 5

SOLUTIONS FOR ! AND /

Source Name z !eq /eq(deg) !IC /IC(deg)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

BL Lac Objects

0454]844 . . . . . . . . . 0.112 1.4 ^ 0.2 48^ 97 1.6 ^ 0.8 18^ 35
0851]202 . . . . . . OJ 287 0.306 6 ^ 8 3^ 9 5 ^ 2 7^ 11
1101]384 . . . . . . Mkn 421 0.031 3 ^ 1 26^ 34 5 ^ 4 39^ 7
1308]326 . . . . . . . . . 0.996 42 ^ 72 6^ 3 33 ^ 40 6^ 3
1749]701 . . . . . . . . . 0.770 83 ^ 133 12^ 1 56 ^ 56 12^ 1
1803]784 . . . . . . . . . 0.684 3 ^ 4 0.6^ 4.5 3 ^ 3 0.4^ 2.6
2007]776 . . . . . . . . . 0.342 3.6 ^ 1.6 21^ 26 3.5 ^ 0.7 16^ 17
2200]420 . . . . . . BL Lac 0.069 4.7 ^ 0.4 12^ 20 5.0 ^ 1.6 16^ 11

CDHPQs

0212]735 . . . . . . . . . 2.370 9 ^ 9 10^ 10 8 ^ 5 8^ 7
0234]285 . . . . . . CTD 20 1.213 23 ^ 32 6^ 4 16 ^ 10 4^ 3
1156]295 . . . . . . 4C 29.45 0.729 \405 \2.8 \175 \2.8
1253[055 . . . . . . 3C 279 0.538 7 ^ 10 2^ 7 7.5 ^ 6.5 2^ 4
1641]399 . . . . . . 3C 345 0.595 34 ^ 52 12^ 1 13 ^ 9 10^ 3
2223[052 . . . . . . 3C 446 1.404 8 ^ 13 0.0^ 1.5 8 ^ 8 0.0^ 1.6
2230]114 . . . . . . CTA 102 1.037 [1.0 0 ^ 180 [1.1 0 ^ 180
2251]158 . . . . . . 3C 454.4 0.859 [3.7 \10 [3.5 \12

CDLPQs

0016]731 . . . . . . . . . 1.781 27 ^ 36 7^ 2 20 ^ 14 6^ 2
0153]744 . . . . . . . . . 2.340 [2.1 \42 [2.1 \33
0333]321 . . . . . . NRAO 140 1.258 15 ^ 20 1^ 4 9 ^ 4 4^ 6
0430]052 . . . . . . 3C 120 0.033 [6 \4 [4.5 \14
0552]398 . . . . . . DA 193 2.365 7 ^ 11 29^ 14 4.2 ^ 3.5 23^ 13
0711]356 . . . . . . OI 318 1.620 10 ^ 16 0^ 1 3 ^ 3 0^ 5
0836]710 . . . . . . 4C 71.07 2.170 19^ 20 6^ 4 21 ^ 16 6^ 2
0923]392 . . . . . . 4C 39.25 0.699 6.3 ^ 0.5 9^ 15 6.6 ^ 2.3 6^ 8
1226]023 . . . . . . 3C 273 0.158 8.9 ^ 1.5 7^ 10 11 ^ 6 10^ 4
1928]738 . . . . . . 4C 73.18 0.302 8.9 ^ 9.1 14^ 8 8.6 ^ 5.2 14^ 5

CDQ-NPIs

0615]820 . . . . . . . . . 0.710 3 ^ 6 54^ 42 2 ^ 2 41^ 31
1039]811 . . . . . . . . . 1.260 \8.8 \1.5 \6.7 \2.7
1150]812 . . . . . . . . . 1.250 6 ^ 4 7^ 14 7 ^ 3 5^ 8

LDQs

0850]581 . . . . . . 4C 58.17 1.322 12^ 16 15^ 5 11 ^ 10 15^ 4
0906]430 . . . . . . 3C 216 0.670 31 ^ 49 0.2^ 0.6 17 ^ 16 0.6^ 1.2
1040]123 . . . . . . 3C 245 1.029 28 ^ 51 22^ 10 11 ^ 13 21^ 9
1222]216 . . . . . . 4C 21.35 0.435 2.8 ^ 2.9 41^ 30 3.2 ^ 2.9 44^ 18
1618]177 . . . . . . 3C 334 0.555 [3 \39 [3 \39
1721]343 . . . . . . 4C 34.47 0.206 46^ 74 38^ 4 32 ^ 32 38^ 4
1830]285 . . . . . . 4C 28.45 0.594 20^ 32 29^ 6 21 ^ 23 29^ 6

RGs

0108]388 . . . . . . OC 314 0.669 4 ^ 6 94^ 17 1.7 ^ 1.0 81^ 32
0316]413 . . . . . . 3C 84 0.018 1.15 ^ 0.07 60^ 160 1.15 ^ 0.08 56^ 99
0710]439 . . . . . . . . . 0.518 2.6 ^ 3.9 170^ 25 1.5 ^ 1.1 170^ 30
1228]127 . . . . . . M 87 0.004 1.0 ^ 0.4 120^ 180 1.1 ^ 0.3 130^ 90
1637]826 . . . . . . NGC 6251 0.023 [1.1 \15 [1.0 \88
2021]614 . . . . . . OW 637 0.227 1.1 ^ 0.3 110^ 180 1.04 ^ 0.09 60^ 180
2352]495 . . . . . . OZ 488 0.237 \1.8 [133 \1.25 [124

TABLE 6

MEDIAN VALUES OF ! AND /

Med. /eq Med. /ICClass Med. !eq (deg) Med. !IC (deg)

BL Lac obejcts . . . . . . 4.2 ^ 0.7 12 ^ 4 5.0 ^ 0.8 14 ^ 2
CDHPQs . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 ^ 1 4 ^ 2 8^ 1 3.0 ^ 1.5
CDLPQs . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.5^ 1.2 7 ^ 2 8.8 ^ 1.7 6 ^ 1
CDQ-NPIs . . . . . . . . . . 4.5^ 1.5 30 ^ 23 4.5 ^ 2.5 23 ^ 18
LDQs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24^ 5 26 ^ 6 14^ 3 25 ^ 6
RGs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.15^ 0.08 110 ^ 9 1.15 ^ 0.06 81 ^ 14

context of orientation uniÐed models (see discussion in
A detailed discussion of each set of ! and / estimates° 4.3).

follows in °° and4.2.1 4.2.2.
4.2.1. Solutions using the Equipartition Doppler Factor

The eight BL Lac objects studied here span a relatively
large range of one source has a value of!eq ; !eq\ 1.4
^ 0.2, and two sources have between 40 and 100,!eqalthough these two sources have large errors on The!eq.remaining Ðve BL Lac objects have between 3 and 6.!eqThe values of for BL Lac objects span a range from D0¡/eq
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FIG. 13a FIG. 13b

vs. estimates using the equipartition Doppler factor for the overlap of the GPCM93 and VC94 samples (upper and lower boundsFIG. 13.È/eq !eq,indicated by arrows) : (a) with errors shown, and (b) without errors shown. The solid curve indicates ! and / that give a Doppler factor of d \ 1. Symbols are
as in Fig. 1.

to D50¡, with six of the eight BL Lac objects having /eq[

20¡.
Seven of the eight CDHPQs have and at least/eq [ 12¡,

Ðve of these sources have Three out of eight/eq [ 6¡.
CDHPQs have between 3 and 10, and two CDHPQs!eq

have between 20 and 40. Three sources have limits on!eqand instead of values. Two of these sources with!eq /eqbounds, 1156]295 (4C 29.45) and 2230]114 (CTA 102),
stand out in Figures and The bounds on for13a 13b. !eqthese two sources, for 1156]295 and!eq\ 405 !eq[ 2.8

FIG. 14a FIG. 14b

vs. estimates using the inverse Compton Doppler factor for the overlap of the GPCM93 and VC94 samples (upper and lower boundsFIG. 14.È/IC !IC,indicated by arrows) : (a) with errors shown, and (b) without errors shown. The solid curve indicates ! and / that give a Doppler factor of d \ 1. Symbols are
as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 15a FIG. 15b

FIG. 15.È(a) and (b) as functions of (1 ] z). Symbols are as in/eq !eq Fig. 1.

for 2230]114, still allow these sources to have Lorentz
factors similar to other CDHPQs.

Five CDLPQs have between 5 and 10, and three have!eqbetween 15 and 30. The other two sources only have!eqbounds on Eight out of ten CDLPQs have!eq. /eq [ 14¡.
The three CDQ-NPIs all have and have quite!eq\ 9

di†erent values for The sources in this small category/eq.must in reality belong to the CDHPQs or CDLPQs
and may contain both types.

Five LDQs have between 10 and 50. These values of!eqare larger than the typical values for the other classes of!eqAGNs studied here. One source has less than 10 (4C!eq21.35, while another has a lower bound of!eq\ 2.8^ 2.9),
Only one LDQ has less than 15¡ (3C 216),!eq[ 3. /eqwhile the other six LDQs have between 15¡ and 41¡./eqLDQs have the larger values for than most of the BL/eqLac objects and CDQs (CDHPQs, CDLPQs, and CDQ-

NPIs) studied here.

FIG. 16a FIG. 16b

FIG. 16.È(a) and (b) as functions of (1] z). Symbols are as in/IC !IC Fig. 1.
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Radio galaxies have the largest values and widest range
of of all the categories. Four out of seven RGs have/eq which suggests that these sources have45¡ \/eq \ 135¡,
outÑows that typically lie close to the plane of the sky (see

RGs also have the lowest of all the categories,° 4.3). !eqwith at least four RGs having Note that the radio!eq \ 2.
galaxies in this sample are compact steep spectrum sources
or FR I radio galaxies ; there are no FR II radio galaxies in
this sample.

4.2.2. Solutions using the Inverse Compton Doppler Factor

The results for and are quite similar to those for!IC /ICand and agree well within errors. This agreement is!eq /eqnot surprising considering the correlation and agreement
found between and (seedIC deq ° 2.1).

Five out of eight BL Lac objects have between 3 and!IC5, while the total range for all BL Lac objects is between 1.5
and 60. Seven BL Lac objects have Five out of/IC\ 20¡.
eight CDHPQs have between 8 and 16, while the other!ICthree have various upper and lower bounds. These same
Ðve CDHPQs all have Six out of 10 CDLPQs/IC\ 10¡.
have between 3 and 11, and two have around 20.!IC !ICEight CDLPQs have Five out of seven LDQs/IC\ 14¡.
have between 10 and 30, and Ðve LDQs have!IC /ICbetween 15¡ and 45¡. As in the equipartition case, only one
LDQ has less than 15¡. Three out of seven RGs have/IC /ICbetween 45¡ and 90¡, and three RGs have At least/IC [ 90¡.
six RGs have !eq\ 2.

4.3. Implications for Orientation UniÐed Models of AGNs
The results presented are consistent with an orienta-° 4.2

tion uniÐcation scheme for radio-loud AGNs (see, e.g.,
Common orientation models have a torusAntonucci 1993).

or disk of material that absorbs or obscures the broad
absorption lines and other nonstellar radiation emitted
from the nuclear region of the AGN, and the classiÐcation
as a radio galaxy occurs if the torus intersects the line of
sight from the nuclear region to the observer. The radio jet
axis in radio-loud AGNs is thought to be more or less
perpendicular to the plane of the torus or disk. In such
models (see, e.g., RGs, LDQs, and CDQs areBarthel 1989),
viewed with di†erent angles with respect to the jet axis (/,
which is referred to as the viewing angle) : radio galaxies
have the largest angles LDQs have smaller angles(/Z 45¡),

and CDQs have the smallest angles(15¡ [/[ 45¡), (/[

15¡).
The RGs, LDQs, and CDQs in overlap of the GPCM93

and VC94 samples have estimates of / consistent with this
orientation uniÐcation scheme. The RGs in this sample
have a median of 110¡ and a median of 81¡, which/eq /ICsuggests that they have jets that lie close to the plane of the
sky. LDQs typically have a median of 26¡ and a median/eqof 25¡. CDLPQs have a median of 7¡ and a median/IC /eqof 6¡, while CDHPQs have a median of 4¡ and a/IC /eqmedian of 3¡. The median values for CDQ-NPIs are/ICinsigniÐcant since only two sources are used to compute
them. It is interesting to note that CDHPQs and CDLPQs
have similar median and This suggests that it is/eq /IC.intrinsic di†erences between these two classes of AGNs (not
viewing angles) that determine the amount of optical polar-
ization observed.

The BL Lac objects in this sample cover a wide range of
! and / but have viewing angles typically less than 45¡. An

extension of the orientation model described above assigns
BL Lac objects to the parent population of FR I (edge-
darkened ; & Riley RGs, where BL Lacs areFanaro† 1974)
seen at smaller viewing angles, and radio-selected BL Lac
objects have smaller angles than X-rayÈselected BL Lac
objects (see & Urry The BL Lac objects inPadovani 1992).
the sample examined here are almost all radio selected.
Mkn 421 (1101]384) is the only X-rayÈselected BL Lac
object in this sample but does not stand out against the
other BL Lac objects in terms of its ! or / estimates.

The BL Lac objects in this sample have a median of/eq12¡ and a median of 14¡. These results are consistent/ICwith those found by et al. who estimateKollgaard (1996),
the viewing angles for samples of radio-selected BL Lac
objects, X-rayÈselected BL Lac objects, and RGs by com-
paring the core enhancement relative to the more di†use
radio emission for each class of AGNs. Assuming a constant
bulk Lorentz factor, they Ðnd that their samples of radio-
selected BL Lac objects, X-rayÈselected BL Lac objects, and
RGs have average viewing angles of 10¡, 20¡, and 60¡,
respectively.

The CDQs in this sample are centered around !B 9. If it
is assumed that the distribution of bulk Lorentz factors for
all classes of radio-loud AGNs is centered around !B 9,
then one might naively expect the mean or median ! for
each class of AGNs to be similar. Selection biases likely play
a role in the composition of the samples studied, and sys-
tematic e†ects can a†ect the values that can be obtained
from the data.

The LDQs have median values of and that are!eq !IClarger than those for the CDQs, and these two estimates are
di†erent almost by a factor of 2, yet the mean ratio of

is only D0.76 for LDQs. This could be causedR\ deq/dICby the sensitivity of the estimates of ! to the precise values
of and d when these two parameters are close to 1 (seebapp which is the case for this sample of LDQs. Aeq. [8]),
decrease of d away from 1 will cause the corresponding !
estimate to increase. If the d estimates of LDQs in this
sample are systematically underestimated, then a noticeable
systematic increase in the ! will result, which could be
caused by an overestimate of the peak frequency (see eqs.

and It is not clear whether this is one of the[A2] [A1]).
causes of the larger ! for LDQs.

The lower value of ! for RGs compared other classes of
AGNs can be explained as follows. Radio galaxies will
appear in this sample if their cores are bright enough to
have VLBI core-size data, which occurs if the sources are
nearby (such as M87 and NGC 6251) or have very bright
compact cores. In particular, FR II radio galaxies are
missing from this sample, since a majority of their cores are
not signiÐcantly Doppler boosted, and they make difficult
targets for VLBI. In the uniÐcation scheme described above,
RGs have viewing angles around 90¡. Approximating
/B 90¡, one Ðnds that d B !~1 from Thus,equation (6).
! B d~1, and those RGs with smaller ! will appear in this
sample, since these RGs will have larger d and brighter
cores. Even if the true distribution of ! for RGs peaked at
around 10, we may only be able to observe RGs with !
from 1 to 2. It should be noted that RGs in this sample have
values of ! near unity, which are in agreement with other
evidence that Doppler boosting is not signiÐcant in these
sources (see, e.g., et al. In addition, the radioTaylor 1996).
galaxies in this sample are at low redshift and are rather
weak intrinsically.
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There are two sources that seem to have viewing angles
greater than 90¡ based on equipartition and inverse
Compton Doppler factors. One, 2352]495, has a lower
bound on the viewing angle, and the other, 0710]439, is
greater than 90¡ at around 3 p. This would suggest that
some RGs have observed outÑows that are moving away
from the observer and that if there is an outÑow moving
toward the observer, it must be intrinsically fainter.

BL Lac objects have lower values of ! than the CDQs,
with a median of 4.2 and a median of 5. Since the BL!eq !ICLac objects studied in this paper are almost exclusively
radio selected, it would be interesting to compare ! and /
estimates for a sample of X-rayÈselected BL Lac objects.

et al. Ðnd that the core enhancements theyKollgaard (1996)
observe for BL Lac objects and RGs require that ![ 4.5,
assuming a constant bulk Lorentz factor for all these
sources. The estimates of ! found here are barely consistent
with ![ 4.5, but a distribution of Lorentz factors may
loosen the constraints placed by et al.Kollgaard (1996).

5. DISCUSSION

The two estimates of the Doppler factor for the sample of
radio-loud AGNs discussed in agree with each other° 2.1
on average and provide a means of estimating the intrinsic
properties of these sources (e.g., brightness temperatures
and luminosities) and the parameters that describe the kine-
matics of the relativistic bulk Ñow of the radio-emitting
plasma. Although the results here are based on rough esti-
mates of the Doppler factor, the average or typical proper-
ties of di†erent classes of AGNs can be compared.

Care should be taken when using the estimates of
Doppler factors and intrinsic properties computed here,
since systematic errors contribute most of the uncertainty.
These systematic errors arise from the simpliÐcation that
the observed frequencies correspond to the peak of the core
emission. Another concern with this sample is complete-
ness. The sample examined here was deÐned by GPCM93
as those that had VLBI core-size data in the literature at
that point in time. The sources that enter this sample will
have VLBI cores with higher surface brightness than those
excluded from the sample ; this will favor the brighter (more
highly Doppler boosted) and more compact (smaller
angular size) cores. et al. warn that thisGhisellini (1993)
sample is not complete in any statistical sense and that
biases may have a large e†ect on the content of this sample.

Sources in the Ðrst and second Caltech-Jodrell Bank
VLBI surveys (CJ1 and CJ2) form a complete Ñux-limited
sample of almost 400 compact radio sources with VLBI-
measured core sizes (see et al. et al.Henstock 1995 ; Xu

and some multifrequency data. Doppler factor esti-1995)
mates for sources from these samples are currently under
investigation, including the use of spectra to estimate the
peak frequency of core components in order to more accu-
rately compute Doppler factors & Daly(Guerra 1997).
Large samples such as these could be used to estimate the
Doppler factors and intrinsic properties of di†erent classes
of AGNs with greater conÐdence and statistical weight.

The intrinsic brightness temperatures for this sample are
estimated using two sets of Doppler factor estimates, deqand and both histograms of these values exhibit adIC,remarkably sharp peak centered around 7.5] 1010 K (see

The intrinsic brightness temperatures are basically° 2.1).

identical for di†erent classes of AGNs, despite the fact that
the observed brightness temperatures are di†erent for di†er-
ent classes of AGNs. The center of the distribution of intrin-
sic brightness temperatures is a factor of 4 lower than would
be expected if the inverse Compton catastrophe played a
major role in the observed brightness temperature cuto†, as
noted previously by This suggests thatReadhead (1994).
either a factor of D4 has not been accounted for in these
estimates (e.g., a geometric factor), or that a physical process
other than the inverse Compton catastrophe is limiting the
intrinsic brightness temperature.

Estimates of the intrinsic luminosity density and lumi-
nosity depend strongly on the Doppler factor (L liP d~3
and and systematic errors are quite large forL

i
P d~4),

these estimates. The large scatter of and is a cause forL li L
iconcern, since it can be attributed to systematic errors

introduced by assuming the observed frequencies corre-
spond to the actual peak frequencies of these sources. In any
event, these estimates can be compared to the Eddington
luminosity for a supposed massive central object. The
Eddington luminosity is ergs s~1,L

E
\ 1.3 ] 1044 M6where is the mass of the central object in units of 106M6which gives a range of 1044È1046 ergs s~1 for centralM

_
,

objects with The mean intrinsic luminosity forM6\ 1È100.
the sources examined here is around 1042È1043 ergs s~1,
while only Ðve objects (three BL Lac objects, one LDQ, and
one RG) have intrinsic luminosities greater than 1046 ergs
s~1 by more than 1 p. This is consistent with the radio
luminosity produced being 0.01%È1% of the Eddington
luminosity for a central compact object with mass 106È
108 It is shown elsewhere & Daly that itM

_
. (Guerra 1998)

is very unlikely that the sources are Eddington limited.
A subsample of 43 sources have observed proper motions

in the plane of the sky and were used by VC94 and others to
compute The values of for each of these sourcesbapp. bappcan be combined with the Doppler factor estimates to solve
for the bulk Lorentz factor, !, and the viewing angle, / (see

The estimates using the data compiled here are consis-° 3).
tent with the orientation uniÐcation scheme for AGNs
(discussed in where CDQs have the smallest / (\15¡),° 4.3),
LDQs have larger / (15¡ \ /\ 45¡), and RGs have the
largest / ([45¡) ; note that the RGs in this sample are
compact steep spectrum sources or FR I radio galaxies.

Selection biases and systematic errors may play a role in
these estimates of ! and /, in particular for LDQs and RGs
(see The RGs in this sample have lower ! than the° 4.3).
other classes of AGNs, which is consistent with the parent
population having outÑows that lie close to the plane of the
sky (i.e., /D 90¡) and the Ñux-limited nature of the sample
studied. The LDQs are in a regime where small systematic
errors in d can strongly a†ect ! estimates.

The estimates of / and ! for the BL Lac objects in this
sample are consistent with the results of et al.Kollgaard

for radio-selected BL Lac objects (see Their(1996) ° 4.3).
estimates of / are based on the core enhancement of radio-
selected BL Lac objects, X-rayÈselected BL Lac objects, and
RGs. A sample of X-rayÈselected BL Lac objects with esti-
mates of / and ! computed as in would give a consis-° 4.2
tency check for both methods. It is interesting to note that
the viewing angles of CDLPQs and CDHPQs are very
similar. This suggests that the di†erences between these
classes are intrinsic to these AGNs.

discusses the e†ect of gradients in mag-Marscher (1977)
netic Ðeld and relativistic particle density with radius on the
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relationships between the observed quantities and the
important physical parameters in a nonuniform source. The
e†ect on and of including inhomogeneities is a con-deq dICstant multiplicative factor from 0.7 to 1.4, and the functional
dependence on observable quantities is identical to the
homogeneous case ; the form of the inhomogeneity and the
parameter choices are discussed by ItMarscher (1977).
should be noted that the intrinsic brightness temperatures
will be changed by the same constant factor and that inho-
mogeneities do not account for the factor of 4 in brightness
temperature that would allow the inverse Compton catas-
trophe to play a major role in the brightness temperature
distribution (° 2.1).

The spherical model for the radio cores of AGNs, which
is used throughout this paper to compute Doppler factors,
may not be as realistic as those models that consider a
jetlike geometry. The expression for in the jetlike case,dICwhich is derived by GPCM93, is

dIC( jet) \ [dIC(sph)](4`2a)@(3`2a) , (10)

where is the expression given by FordIC(sph) equation (A1).
a value of a \ 0.75, which is a powerdIC( jet) \ dIC(sph)1.2,
law only slightly greater than unity. The expression for deqin the jetlike case is

deq( jet)\ [deq(sph)](13`2a)@(9`2a)(sin /)2@(9`2a)
Ah

a
h
b

B1@(9`2a)
,

(11)
where is given by / is the angledeq(sph) equation (A2),
subtended by the direction of the outÑow and the line of
sight, and is the ratio of the angular sizes of the major(h

a
/h

b
)

and minor axes (see the for the derivation ofAppendix
this equation). For a \ 0.75, anddeq( jet) P (sin /)0.19,

which are very weak dependences. Thedeq( jet)P (h
a
/h

b
)0.09,

relation between the jetlike and spherical cases of the equi-
partition Doppler factor is which is adeq( jet) P deq(sph)1.4,
power law close to unity. The expressions for inverse
Compton and equipartition Doppler factors in the jetlike
case appear to be quite similar to those in the spherical case.
Thus, approximating a spherical geometry for simplicity
can still provide useful Doppler factor estimates, even if the
true geometry of these outÑows is more jetlike.
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APPENDIX

RELEVANT FORMULAE

For the simple case of a uniform sphere where the synchrotron-emitting particles have a power-law energy distribution and
move through a tangled homogeneous magnetic Ðeld, the Doppler factor needed to reconcile the predicted and observed
X-ray Ñuxes is(Marscher 1987)

dIC(sph) \ f (a)S
m

C ln (l
b
/l

op
)

SX h
d
6`4a lXa l

op
5`3a

D1@(4`2a)
(1 ] z) , (A1)

where z is the redshift, is the observed X-ray Ñux density (in Jy) at frequency (keV), is the angular diameter of theSX lX h
dsources (in mas), is the synchrotron high-frequency cuto† (assumed to be 105 GHz), a is the optically thin spectral indexl

b(where the radio Ñux density is the observed frequency of the radio peak (in GHz), and f (a)\ 0.08a ] 0.14. TheSlP l~a), l
opradio Ñux density in (Jy), is the value obtained by extrapolating the optically thin Ñux density to theequation (A1), S

mobserved peak at In and throughout this work, and from VLBI obser-l
op

. equation (A1) h
d
\ 1.8hFWHM hFWHM \ (h

a
h
b
)1@2

vations, where and are the angular sizes of the major and minor axes, respectively (see Marscher &h
a

h
b

1977, 1987 ; Gu� ijosa
Daly 1996).

The equipartition Doppler factor is estimated by assuming that the energy density in magnetic Ðeld equals the energy
density in synchrotron-emitting relativistic particles In the notation used here,(Readhead 1994).

deq(sph) \ M[103F(a)]34[4h/y(z)]2(1 ] z)(15`2a)S
op
16 h

d
~34l

op
(2a~35)N1@(13`2a) , (A2)

where is the observed peak Ñux density, and is the observed frequency of the peak. The solutions for F(a) are given byS
op

l
op& Readhead and the solution of interest here is F(0.75)\ 3.4, since a \ 0.75 is assumed throughout. The functionScott (1977),

is a dimensionless function of and z, and contains the dependence on the coordinatey(z) \ H0 a0 r(z)/c (Peebles 1993) )0, )",
distance to the source. In the Hubble constant is parameterized as h km s~1 kpc~1. The dependenceequation (A2), H0\ 100
of on cosmology is very weak. For a \ 0.75, Throughout this paper,deq deqP [a0 r(z)]~0.14 P [h/y(z)]0.14. )0 \ 0.1, )" \ 0,
and h \ 0.75 are assumed, where the functional form of y(z) is that derived from equation (13.36) of Note thatPeebles (1993).
the results of & Daly were obtained assuming an EinsteinÈde Sitter cosmology with h \ 1.Gu� ijosa (1996) ()0\ 1.0, )" \ 0)

The expression for can be derived by equating equipartition magnetic Ðeld, to the synchrotrondeq( jet) (eq. [11]) Beq,self-absorbed magnetic Ðeld, as is done when deriving The equipartition magnetic Ðeld is givenBSSA, deq(sph) (Readhead 1994).
by

Beq \ M2C
me

i1(a)q
p
~1[1[ exp ([q

p
)]I

p
l
p
a l~1N2@7 , (A3)
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where and are deÐned by is the optical depth of the peak of the spectrum (see & ReadheadC
me

i1 Leahy (1991), q
p

Scott 1977),
is the frequency of the peak as measured in the frame of the synchrotron-emitting plasma, is the speciÐc intensity of thel

p
I
ppeak as measured in the plasma frame, l is the line-of-sight depth as measured in the plasma frame, and a is the optically thin

spectral index The synchrotron self-absorbed magnetic Ðeld is given by(Il P l~a).

BSSA\
Gn
6

c1(a)
c2(a)

q
p
2[1[ exp ([q

p
)]~1

H2
I
p
~2 l

p
5 , (A4)

where and are tabulated by To simplify these expression we deÐnec1(a) c2(a) Marscher (1977).

Geq(a) 4 M2C
me

i1(a)q
p
~1[1 [ exp ([q

p
)]N2@7 , (A5)

so that andBeq \Geq(a)(I
p
l
p
a l~1)2@7,

GSSA(a) 4
Gn
6

c1(a)
c2(a)

q
p
2[1[ exp ([q

p
)]~1

H2
, (A6)

so that BSSA \GSSA(a)I
p
~2 l

p
5 .

The equation for is derived by setting anddeq(sph) Beq\ BSSA, I
p
\ S

op
(1 ] z)3d~3h

d
~2, l

p
\ l

op
(1 ] z)d~1, l\ h

d
a0 r(z)

(1 ] z)~1, and solving for d. It should be noted that a spherical geometry is assumed when using these expressions for I
p
, l

p
,

and l (see GPCM93). The result,

deq(sph)(13`2a)\ Geq(a)7GSSA(a)~7[a
o
r(z)]~2(1 ] z)(15`2a)S

op
16 h

d
~34 l

op
(2a~35) , (A7)

reduces to the equation of for the equipartition Doppler factor (seeReadhead (1994) eq. [A2]).
The equipartition Doppler factor for a jetlike geometry is derived by using the appropriate expressions for this case, which

are and whereI
p
\ S

op
(1 ] z)3d~2~*2a@(5`2a)+h

d
~2 , l

p
\ l

op
(1] z)d~1`*2@(5`2a)+, l \ (h

b
/h

a
)1@2h

d
a
o
r(z)(1 ] z)~1d~1(sin /)~1, h

aand are angular sizes of the major and minor axes, respectively, and / is the outÑow angle (see GPCM93). The result usingh
bthese substitutions is

deq( jet)(9`2a)\ Geq(a)7GSSA(a)~7[a
o
r(z)]~2(1] z)(15`2a)S

op
16 h

d
~34 l

op
(2a~35)(sin /)2(h

a
/h

b
) , (A8)

which reduces to equation (11).
The brightness temperature, is a useful quantity to use when discussing radiative processes. The observed brightnessT

B
,

temperature at the peak is

T
Bo

\ 1.77] 1012
A S

op
h
d
2 l

op
2
B

(A9)

(see, e.g., The intrinsic brightness temperature, can be related to the observed brightness temperature forReadhead 1994). T
Bi

,
a relativistic moving sphere using where z is the redshift to the source and d is the Doppler factor. TheseT

Bi
\ T

Bo
(1 ] z)/d,

estimates are given by

T
Bi

\ 1.77] 1012
A S

op
h
d
2 l

op
2
B (1 ] z)

d
(A10)

(see, e.g., Estimates of using are denoted and those using are denotedReadhead 1994). T
Bi

deq T
Bi
(eq), dIC T

Bi
(IC).
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